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Master the skills required to implement Citrix® XenApp® 7.6 to deploy a complete Citrix®-hosted
application from scratch

About This Book

Learn to implement and configure components of Citrix® XenApp® 7.6, which are XenServer®,●

XenApp®, Citrix® License server, PVS, Storefront, Citrix® Receiver, and Netscaler to secure WAN
traffic
Build the XenApp® 7.6 environment independently and perform tests to make sure the components are●

working as expected for internal and external traffic
Implement advanced tools in Citrix® XenApp® to build and manage a cost effective, secure, and high-●

performing application delivery infrastructure with this comprehensive guide

Who This Book Is For

This is book is for administrators who are currently managing the implemented environment and want to
learn how to deploy the Citrix® Hosted virtualization solution for the application in a windows server 2012
R2 environment. A reasonable knowledge and understanding of core XenApp® elements and concepts used
during virtualizing applications are assumed.

What You Will Learn

Understand how to set up Hypervisor, install the management console, configure the storage repository,●

and create a virtual machine on hypervisor
Set up an Infrastructure component and explore ways to tune them up so that they can be used for Citrix®●

environment
Set up a Domain controller, DHCP, Certificate authority, and SQL server for static database for Citrix®●

XenApp®
Validate the Citrix® XenApp® 7.6 solution to make sure components are communicating properly●

Manage the essential Citrix® components – Director, Licensing, and Policies with the Help of Citrix®●

studio
Optimize the behavior of an Application and share desktop via Policies●

Installing and configuring Citrix® Provisioning services to deliver Citrix® XenApp® 7.6 virtual machines●

Secure the external Delivery of an application and shared desktop via netscaler to enjoy mobility●

In Detail

Citrix® XenApp® is one of the leading pieces of Application delivery software that delivers Windows
compatible apps to users on any device, anywhere. Citrix® XenApp® also gives administrators the ability to
manage and control the freedom of mobility by increasing the security and saving costs at the same time.



This book will provide you with all the knowledge required to successfully deploy and master a complete
Citrix® hosted application. First, it will cover essential concepts of the architecture of XenApp®. You will
then learn how to set up Hypervisor and how to set up Infrastructure components. Next you will learn how to
Set up Citrix® Components, XenApp® resources, PVS, and Netscaler. We will further look at how to
prepare the environment for Rollout. Additionally, you will learn how to configure the Citrix® components
such as Citrix® Director. Moreover, you'll learn about shared desktop for delivery to end users and the
application of policies for effective and secure delivery. Finally, you will learn how to implement
provisioning services for a Citrix® XenApp® 7.6 environment.

Style and approach

This book is based on a course outline and hence takes a very practical approach so you will understand how
to implement the components of XenApp® in a production environment. Complemented with many best
practices and troubleshooting concepts of XenApp®, this book will help you master XenApp® swiftly.
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From reader reviews:

Jerry Gavin:

Do you have favorite book? If you have, what is your favorite's book? E-book is very important thing for us
to be aware of everything in the world. Each e-book has different aim or goal; it means that publication has
different type. Some people feel enjoy to spend their a chance to read a book. They can be reading whatever
they acquire because their hobby is usually reading a book. How about the person who don't like reading a
book? Sometime, person feel need book once they found difficult problem as well as exercise. Well,
probably you'll have this Mastering XenApp®.

Melissa Peterson:

The book Mastering XenApp® can give more knowledge and information about everything you want. So
why must we leave a very important thing like a book Mastering XenApp®? A few of you have a different
opinion about book. But one aim that book can give many data for us. It is absolutely right. Right now, try to
closer with your book. Knowledge or data that you take for that, it is possible to give for each other; you may
share all of these. Book Mastering XenApp® has simple shape however you know: it has great and big
function for you. You can look the enormous world by available and read a guide. So it is very wonderful.

John Minnis:

Do you one of people who can't read satisfying if the sentence chained inside the straightway, hold on guys
this particular aren't like that. This Mastering XenApp® book is readable by you who hate the straight word
style. You will find the data here are arrange for enjoyable reading experience without leaving perhaps
decrease the knowledge that want to deliver to you. The writer associated with Mastering XenApp® content
conveys the idea easily to understand by most people. The printed and e-book are not different in the
information but it just different by means of it. So , do you continue to thinking Mastering XenApp® is not
loveable to be your top collection reading book?

John Yates:

Reading a publication can be one of a lot of task that everyone in the world really likes. Do you like reading
book consequently. There are a lot of reasons why people fantastic. First reading a publication will give you
a lot of new information. When you read a guide you will get new information due to the fact book is one of
numerous ways to share the information or their idea. Second, studying a book will make a person more
imaginative. When you studying a book especially tale fantasy book the author will bring someone to
imagine the story how the figures do it anything. Third, you may share your knowledge to other folks. When
you read this Mastering XenApp®, you may tells your family, friends in addition to soon about yours e-
book. Your knowledge can inspire the mediocre, make them reading a e-book.
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